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Abstract

This paper presents two rehabilitation schemes for patients
with upper limb impairments. The first is an active-
assistive scheme based on the trajectory tracking of
predefined paths in Cartesian space. In it, the system allows
for an adjustable degree of variation with respect to ideal
tracking. The amount of variation is determined through
an admittance function that depends on the opposition
forces exerted on the system by the user, due to possible
impairments. The coefficients of the function allow the
adjustment of the degree of assistance the robot will
provide in order to complete the target trajectory. The
second scheme corresponds to active movements in a
constrained space. Here, the same admittance function is
applied; however, in this case, it is unattached to a prede‐
fined trajectory and instead connected to one generated in
real time, according to the user’s intended movements. This
allows the user to move freely with the robot in order to
track a given path. The free movement is bounded through
the use of virtual walls that do not allow users to exceed
certain limits. A human-machine interface was developed
to guide the robot’s user.

Keywords Upper limb rehabilitation, active and active-
assistive rehabilitation, admittance, 7DOF exoskeleton,
human-machine interface

1. Introduction

Upper extremity paralysis (the inability of a muscle or
group of muscles to move voluntarily) occurs as a conse‐
quence of lesions such as injuries to the central or peripheral
nervous system. Causes of injuries include strokes, sports
mishaps and car or occupational accidents, among others.
According with the US National Stroke Association®,
approximately 80% of stroke survivors experience hemi‐
paresis, which causes weakness or an inability to move one
side of the body. Spasticity affects roughly 40% of stroke
survivors and is characterized by stiff or tight muscles that
constrain movement [1]. The primary treatment for these
cases is rehabilitation, i.e., the process of helping an
individual achieve the highest level of independence and
quality of life possible, physically, emotionally, socially
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and spiritually. Where rehabilitation is possible, it involves
many hours of highly skilled procedures. The number of
people capable of providing such support is insufficient for
adequately covering all patients that need help. Recovery
progression varies greatly and while certain people recover
relatively quickly, for others, recovery can take a long time
and can even be a lifelong process.

The use of robotic assistance in rehabilitation is an impor‐
tant point of interest that is attracting significant attention
[2, 3]. Many studies have shown that robotic rehabilitation
can be effective at improving arm function following a
stroke [4-8]. However, in studies where participants
received an equivalent amount of either robotic or conven‐
tional therapy, the improvements in arm function were no
longer significant [8]. One reason for this may be that earlier
studies used robotic devices with a limited number of
degrees of freedom, such as planar manipulandums.
Indeed, a recent study [9] demonstrated a small but
significant improvement in arm function following therapy
involving a 7-degree-of-freedom robot (shoulder, elbow
and hand opening) when compared to an equivalent
amount of conventional therapy. Thus, there is a clinical
need for continuing the development of robotic devices that
can assist with naturalistic arm movements.

The ETS - Motion Assistive Robotic-exoskeleton for
Superior Extremity (ETS-MARSE) was developed in our
laboratory [10-13] in order to provide rehabilitation
assistance for the upper limbs. Currently, it comprises a
seven-degree-of-freedom (DOF) exoskeleton, designed to
cope with the full motion capabilities of the human arm;
that is, at the shoulder, elbow and wrist levels, combined
or individually. Additionally, it contains a graphical user
interface that uses a virtual environment with different
rehabilitation exercises. To date, work in this regard has
been developed to the point of passive rehabilitation, which
means that the exoskeleton executes movements along
predefined trajectories, while moving the subject’s arm
with it to help improve the range of movement. This paper
describes the next rehabilitation step: active-assistive and
active rehabilitation [14-16].

The methodology presented in this paper combines the
advantages of the trajectory tracking control as the inner
loop control of the robot and an admittance-based trajec‐
tory modifier that performs the outer force control, and
which is responsible for the interaction between the robot
and user. The admittance is used as a means of modifying
the desired trajectory [17, 18]. Due to the nonlinear nature
of the ETS-MARSE, a nonlinear control technique that has
inherent adaptive characteristics has been used, i.e., virtual
decomposition control (VDC). VDC is a relatively new
approach that can reduce the mathematical complexity of
multi-degree of freedom robots and has an adaptive nature
that helps to deal with different patients’ dynamics [19]. As
robots become more complex, the computation of robot
dynamics is proportional to the fourth power of the number

of DOF in Lagrangian dynamics [20]. VDC uses the
dynamics of virtually created subsystems to conduct
control design; this decomposition yields simpler dynamic
equations in formulation and implementation [21]. In
previous research with ETS-MARSE, we used different
non-linear control strategies, such as computed torque
(CTC) [10] and sliding mode control (SMC) [12]. Though
SMC performed well, it showed an approximately 1.5 times
increase in end-effector tracking error when conditions of
the subject changed and perturbations were presented,
while the same exercise was performed. It also presented
the associated chattering, which can be reduced but not
eliminated [12]. Conversely, an advantage of the VDC lies
in its inherent adaptive capabilities, in the form of internal
parameter estimation. It was shown in our previous studies
that in direct comparison with CTC and PID, VDC can
successfully cope with the physiological variations be‐
tween different subjects [22]. Although differences in
tracking error were minimal and below the needs dictated
by the application, PID showed an average RMS error
standard deviation more than three times larger than for
VDC; for CTC, this was more than 10 times that of VDC.
VDC however, due to control gains and parameter estima‐
tion gains, involves a complicated process of initial tuning
during the controller design process.

In order to obtain the user’s motion intention and modify
the robot’s trajectory tracking accordingly, the admittance
concept is used. This approach has also been proven
adequate for high ratio transmissions systems [18, 23]. The
robot takes information from the human-machine interac‐
tion, in this case through contact force feedback between
the structure and the person’s arm and uses it to actively
modify its rehabilitation task.

In recent years, admittance control for rehabilitation has
come to represent a well-known approach and different
schemes have been proposed [17, 24-26]. One of the main
advantages of this type of control is that it offers the
possibility of active rehabilitation. This is because it
contributes to the rehabilitation process by allowing task
repeatability and provides relevant data for the quantifica‐
tion of different outcomes, such as improvement, effort, etc.
However, this approach is limited by the number of
degrees of freedom of the robotic device [24] or has only
been employed with end-effector type robots [17, 25, 26].
The contribution of this paper is to present both active-
assistive and active rehabilitation task schemes for the
7DOF ETS-MARSE exoskeleton. These tasks are based on
path-tracking game-like exercises that have been success‐
fully employed in neuromuscular rehabilitation [27]. The
rehabilitation robot works in two different scenarios, both
of which make use of a virtual environment as an interface
to visualize the movement to be performed. In the first
scenario (active-assistive rehabilitation), the robot follows
a predefined movement path; however, the system meas‐
ures the user’s force opposing the predetermined move‐
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ment and allows a certain adjustable degree of trajectory
variation. In the active mode, the robot allows the user to
freely move in the workspace while trying to achieve a
target. In this case, the user’s movement is constrained by
means of virtual walls that restrain him from exceeding
certain limits and mark the point where the system will take
corrective or assistive actions to help resolve a collision
conflict. At all times, the robot appears weightless to the
user and helps to support their arms if they stop in the
middle of an exercise. These schemes may encourage the
patient to actively participate in the exercise by attempting
to follow the target trajectory and motivating them to
improve their level of accomplishment.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the
ETS-MARSE and the setup of the system. In section 3, a
general description of the controller (VDC) is given. In
section 4, the implementations of the active-assistive and
active rehabilitation schemes are described. Section 5
summarizes the experimental setup and presents the
results. Finally, section 6 provides conclusions and future
work perspectives.

2. System Overview

The exoskeleton robot arm ETS-MARSE is shown in Figure
1. It is an open chain, all-revolute, 7DOF wearable manip‐
ulator-like robot; its joints were designed to correspond to
the principal degrees of freedom of the human arm. These
are:

• 3DOF at shoulder level for horizontal flexion/extension,
vertical flexion/extension and internal/external rotation

• 1DOF for elbow flexion/extension

• 1 DOF for forearm pronation/supination

• 2DOF at the wrist level for radial/ulnar deviation and
flexion/extension

Figure 1. Subject wearing the ETS-MARSE robotic arm

The exoskeleton structure has a six-axis force sensor
mounted on the end-effector (tip) of the robot, which is at
the base of the handle where the user’s hand must be

positioned. Each joint is driven by a brushless DC motor
that has a Hall effect sensor used for position feedback of
the joints. The motors are incorporated with harmonic
drives; the specifications for the motors and harmonic
drives can be found in Appendix A. A backplane card
collects analogue and digital signals and connects through
the proper interface cards to an NI PXI-7813R (remote
input-output card) placed on an NI PXI-1031 chassis. The
card has an integrated FPGA in which low-level control is
performed, a PI controller for the current loop of the
motors, position feedback via the Hall effect sensors and
the collection of force sensor inputs. A PXI-8108 controller,
which performs high-level control (the robot operating
system and the trajectory tracking controller) is also
mounted on the chassis. In this case, we are using the
nonlinear control technique known as virtual decomposi‐
tion control (VDC) [19], with an update rate of 1 ms. A
description of the implementation of the VDC is outlined
in section 3 of this paper.

A PC runs the human-machine interface virtual environ‐
ment in which the robot wearer visualizes the rehabilitation
exercise. The current architecture of the system is depicted
in Figure 2. Since the system is a human-machine interface,
safety is a major concern and for this reason, a hardware
emergency stop button is built into it.
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Figure 2. ETS-MARSE system hardware overview

3. Virtual Decomposition Control of ETS-MARSE

The control technique we used is presented in this section,
but only the steps required to implement VDC are listed.
This technique presents an effective approach for dealing
with high DOF robots and multi-robot control. A detailed
analysis is beyond the scope of this paper; readers interest‐
ed in such an analysis are referred to other works that
address this technique [28, 29]. The frame attachment for
the DOF of the ETS-MARSE, following the method sum‐
marized in [30], is shown in Figure 3. The resulting Denavit-
Hartenberg modified parameters are obtained, as
described in [30] and are summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 3. 7DOF exoskeleton robot arm

i αi-1 ai-1 di θi

1 0° 0 d1 θ1

2 -90° 0 0 θ2

3 90° 0 d3 θ3

4 -90° 0 0 θ4

5 90° 0 d5 θ5

6 -90° 0 0 θ6-90º

7 -90° 0 0 θ7

Table 1. ETS-MARSE Denavit-Hartenberg modified parameters

3.1 Robot Subsystem Decomposition

The first step in the VDC analysis covers the virtual
decomposition of the robot; in our case, we can view the
exoskeleton as a single open chain. This results in decom‐
position into fourteen subsystems, as illustrated in Figure 4.

3.2 Kinematics

From the resulting parameters shown in Table 1 and the
decomposition shown in Figure 4, the homogeneous
transformation matrices of the system are obtained. From
these, the force/moment transformation matrices of the
robot are calculated as follows:
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where  A rAB(i) represents the ith  term of the  A rAB vector.

We calculate each force/moment transformation matrix
 Bi U Bi+1

 for i =1, …, 6.

The next step is to calculate  Bi V , the linear/angular velocity
vectors of the Bi frames (with i =1, …, 7) as follows:
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where  Bi v is the linear velocity vector and  Bi ω is the
angular velocity vector of the corresponding frame. With
the previous linear/angular velocity vectors, the augment‐
ed velocity vector is formed as:

1 7
7 1 7   

TB BT Tq q V Vé ù= ë û& L L&V (4)

Figure 4. Virtual decomposition in 14 subsystems
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Equation (4) can be written in the following form:

7 7 *J q= &V (5)

where q̇ = q̇1 ⋯ q̇7
T  is the velocity vector and J7 is the

VDC-Jacobian matrix of the system:
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with z = 0 0 0 0 0 1 T ,  I7 is a 7×7 identity matrix and
06 a 6×1 zero vector.

Finally, the required velocities need to be calculated as a
function of the control requirements. Since in our case the
robot is required to track a control trajectory, we incorpo‐
rate the desired position in the vector of required velocities:

( )r d dq q q ql= + -& & (7)

where q̇r = q̇1r ⋯ q̇7r
T  is the required velocity vector,

q̇d = q̇1d ⋯ q̇7d
T  is the desired velocity vector, λ >0 is a

control parameter, qd = q1d ⋯ q7d
T  is the desired position

vector and q = q1 ⋯ q7
T  is the position vector. From (5) to

(7), we obtain the augmented required velocity vector as
follows:

7 7 *r rJ q= &V (8)

3.3 Dynamics

In this paper, only the inverse dynamics that take part in
the control of the robot are described. To obtain the inverse
dynamics, it is necessary to calculate the forces required for
the links and then the torques required by the joints. The
first step for the link dynamics is to obtain the required net
force/moment vectors using the following equation:

( )*   ˆ i i iB B B
r i i si rF Y K V Vq= + - (9)

for i =1, …, 7,  where Ksi is a symmetric positive-definite

gain matrix; the velocities  Bi V r  and  Bi V  are defined in
relations (3) and (8), respectively; Y i∈ℝ6×13 is a regressor
matrix and θ̂ i∈ℝ13 is the estimated parameters vector
composed of the mass of the link, the elements of the vector
pointing from the origin of the reference frame of the link

toward its mass centre, as well as the elements of the inertia
tensor of the body. The exact representation of each element
of θ̂ i is given in Appendix B. To estimate the parameters,
the following relation is used:

( )( ), , ( ), ( ,ˆ )i i i i is t a t b t tg g g g gq r= P (10)

for i =1, …, 7 and γ =1, …, 13. Where θ̂ iγ represents the γth

parameter of the ith link, ρiγ is the parameter update gain,
aiγ(t)  and biγ(t)  are  the lower and upper bounds of  θ̂ iγ,
respectively, and s(t)  ∈ℝ is a scalar variable given by:

( )  i iB BT
i i rs Y V V= - (11)

The projection function P  is a differentiable scalar function
defined for t ≥0, such that its time derivative is governed
by:
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Once this step is completed, the required force/moment
vectors at the cutting points are obtained as follows:

7 7 *   B B
r rF F=

1

1

*
      i i i i

i

B B B B
r r B rF F U F+

+
= + (13)

for i =6, …, 1. The next step is the calculation of the
dynamics of the joints. Some relations and variables used
to calculate the dynamics of the joints were also used in the
calculation of the dynamics of the links; therefore, a sub-
index, a, is used to refer to the joints’ dynamic equations
and variables. For i =1, …, 7 in (14) to (18), the following
vectors are defined:

( )
¨

1ai ir irirY q sign q qé ù
= ê ú
ë û

& & (14)

T
ai mi ci vi iJ k k cq é ù= ë û (15)

where Jmi is the equivalent mass or moment of inertia, kci >0
denotes the Coulomb friction coefficient, kvi >0 denotes the
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viscous friction coefficient and ci denotes an offset that
accommodates asymmetric Coulomb frictions. As in the
case of the links, the estimation of the parameters defined
in (15) is performed as follows:

( ) ( ) ( )( ), , ,ˆ ,ai ai ai ai ais t a t b t tg g g g gq r= P (16)

However, in this case, γ =1, …, 4 and the scalar function s
is defined for the joints as:

( )T
ai ai ir is Y q q= -& & (17)

Thereafter, the net torque for the joint becomes as follows:

*  ( )ˆ
ir ai ai ai ir iY k q qt q= + -& & (18)

where kai denotes a feedback gain.

Finally, the torques obtained from the link and joint
analyses are combined. First, we extract the torque of the
link force/moment vector.

 iBT
air rz Ft = (19)

for i =1, …, 7. With z defined after (6), the control torque is
then designed for i =1, …, 7 as:

*
Ci ir airt t t= + (20)

For a complete stability analysis of VDC, the reader is
referred to [19, 28, 31]. Figure 5 presents a flow diagram of
the VDC architecture applied in the inner position control
loop. The interaction between the robot and the human is
represented by the human joint position qh , causing the
robot to exert torque τh  . The human also applies force,
ℱ, which will be used in the outer force control loop, as
described in the next section.

Figure 5. Block diagram of the VDC

4. Active-Assistive and Active Rehabilitation

In robotics, a trajectory defines movement of a robot in a
multidimensional space. This trajectory contains informa‐
tion concerning the position, velocity and acceleration for
each degree of freedom in time [30]. To control the move‐
ment of the robot, the user defines a desired trajectory that
includes this information and is usually generated by
means of a trajectory planner.

4.1 Trajectory Planner

The trajectory planner for ETS-MARSE is based on joint-
space specification. It is performed in real time on a
dedicated processor (PXI-8108), described in Section 2.
Some exercises can comprise different trajectory segments,
each specified by initial and final positions for each joint.
Each segment of the trajectory for each joint is calculated
using a cubic polynomial [30] of the form:

( ) 2 3
0 1 2 3q t a a t a t a t= + + + (21)

where ai for i =0, …, 3 are the coefficients of the cubic
polynomial to be specified. With initial and final velocities
of zero, the initial position defined as  q(0)=q0 and the final
position defined as  q(tf )=qf , equation (21) reduces as
follows:

( ) ( ) ( )0 02 3
0 2 3

3 2f f

f f

q q q q
q t q t t

t t

- -
= + - (22)

In order to obtain information on the velocity and acceler‐
ation of the trajectory, the corresponding first and second
derivatives of (22) are used.

In rehabilitation, it is often useful to specify a desired
trajectory in Cartesian space in order to specify movements
with a physical interpretation. This can be as simple as a
straight line, or, for example, following a geometrical shape
such as a triangle, a rectangle, etc. In the case of the ETS-
MARSE robot, the trajectory can be specified either in the
joint space or in Cartesian space (robot workspace);
whatever the case, the trajectory tracking is always execut‐
ed in joint space. Thus, it is necessary, given a position and
orientation of the end-effector in Cartesian space, to find
the joint positions of the robot that can accomplish this
desired configuration (inverse kinematics problem). In this
case, the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian method is used.

In the dynamic relations of the links of a robot, the reference
frame of each link has linear and angular velocities, with
respect to the other links and to the robot reference frame.
The Jacobian matrix of a robot relates the joint velocities
with linear and angular velocities of the Cartesian space as
follows:
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( )X J q q=& & (23)

where Ẋ  ∈ℝ6 is the velocity vector of the end-effector,
q̇  ∈ℝn is the joint velocities vector and J (q)∈ℝ6 × n is the
robot Jacobian matrix. For the inverse kinematics problem
presented, one possible solution can be obtained as follows
[32]:

( )q J q X+= && (24)

where J (q)+ = J (q)T (J (q)J (q)T )−1   is the generalized pseudo-
inverse. The method can be enriched by adding null space
characteristics to the right side of the equation with the term
(J (q)+J (q)− I )ξ,  where ξ  ∈ℝn is an arbitrary vector that can
be used for tasks such as obstacle avoidance and I  is the
6×6 identity matrix. Being a redundant robot, the ETS-
MARSE has different solutions for its inverse kinematics
problem; currently, to solve that problem, we are develop‐
ing an inverse kinematics solution (analytical, geometrical
or numerical) that will ensure anthropomorphic configu‐
rations, as in [17, 33]. In the rehabilitation tasks presented
here, solving the null space is not necessary, since only
predefined Cartesian trajectories were used. These trajec‐
tories were simulated and tested to constantly ensure a
configuration of the robot not presenting any non-ergo‐
nomic positions. Additionally, singularity avoidance is
secured with joint angle limits, both in software and
hardware (mechanical stoppers).

4.2 Active-assistive Rehabilitation Based on an Admittance-
modified Trajectory Planner

In the case of active-assistive mode, the robot helps the user,
at an adjustable level, to achieve the tracking of a trajectory
shown in the virtual interface. To do this, the assistive
controller somewhat modifies the predefined trajectory in
relation to the patient’s movement limitations. The system
measures the force exerted by the user at the end-effector
of the robot, which can be interpreted as the difference
between the user’s trajectory and the goal trajectory.

The first step is to transform this information into a quantity
that specifies how the subject’s opposition force affects all
the DOF of the exoskeleton (that are related to the human
arm joints). As a consequence of the virtual work principle,
the Jacobian matrix relates static forces, i.e., it transpose
assigns Cartesian forces to joint torques as follows:

TJt = F (25)

where τ is the 7×1 vector of joint torque and ℱ is the 6×1
measured force-moment Cartesian vector. This relation
gives us the user’s opposition force in terms of joint torques.

The second step is to transform these torques into mean‐
ingful information for the trajectory that is being followed,
that is, information relating to changes in position. Impe‐
dance can be defined as a transfer function between the
external force acting on the manipulator and its displace‐
ment [34]. Knowing the result from (25) and applying the
impedance definition in the form of an admittance relation,
which directly relates an input force to an output position,
we have a direct form with which to modify the desired
trajectory as follows:

1 a dq q
K Cs

t æ ö
= + ç ÷+è ø

(26)

where qa is the 7×1 vector of the new desired trajectory
defined by the admittance, qd  is the 7×1 vector with the
original desired trajectory from the trajectory planner and
the final right term of the equation in the parenthesis, the
chosen admittance function. It can be seen that the latter
has the form of a spring-damper function, in which τ is the
7×1 vector of torques exerted on the robot’s joints by the
subject, calculated from (25) and  K  and  C  are the 7×7  
gain matrices corresponding to the spring and damper
constants, respectively. By adjusting these constants to
provide higher or lower opposition to the subjects’ distur‐
bances and constraints over movement, this admittance
function allows for variation in the amount of help to be
provided by the robot. This particular admittance function
by means of the damping term also provides smooth
movement.

4.3 Active Rehabilitation Based on an Admittance-modified
Trajectory Planner

Another application of an admittance function modifying
a predefined trajectory involves performing a free trajecto‐
ry movement. If the spring-damper system introduced by
the admittance function in (26) is detached from a desired
trajectory, it becomes a means of moving the robot freely
within its workspace. In this case, the subject is allowed to
move in the environment presented by the virtual interface
and can try to follow the trajectory without any robotic aid.
This rehabilitation option, corresponding to active (unas‐
sisted) rehabilitation, is achieved by changing the desired
trajectory of the robot, that is, qd  in (26). Instead of coming
from a trajectory planner, the desired trajectory comes from
the robot’s previous position, as follows:

1 aq q
K Cs

t æ ö
= + ç ÷+è ø

(27)

where q   is the 7×1 vector of the joint positions. If the user
stops exerting forces on the force sensor, τ →0, causing the
robot to reduce its movement and gradually, when qa =q,
the robot remains in its most recent position. With this
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mode, the robot is allowed to follow the user‘s movements,
while the trajectory tracking ensures the weightless
sensation of the robot structure to the subject and provides
gravity compensation. In Figure 6, a block diagram
showing the control architecture is presented. The position
of the selector shown in the bottom row of the system
corresponds to the case of active-assistive rehabilitation
(left position) and active rehabilitation (right position)
described earlier. In this case, the desired trajectory that
inputs the VDC (see Figure 5) is the admittance modified
trajectory qa   from (26) or (27) and Δq is the second term of
the right-hand side of the same relations.

Figure 6. Block diagram of the system

The ETS-MARSE works in two different active rehabilita‐
tion modes, which use virtual walls added to the environ‐
ment in order to constrain movement to a confined space.
In the first mode, the system restrains movement beyond
the wall and only allows movement that corrects the
collision situation, i.e., the robot will not allow the user “to
slide” through the wall to complete the exercise. The user
must return to the inner part of the space in order to
continue with the movement. The algorithm used in this
rehabilitation mode is presented in Figure 7. The second
mode of operation is intended for users that need more
assistance once there is a deviation from the main trajecto‐
ry. Once the user hits a wall, the robot stops for a predeter‐
mined time to let the user notice that movement has been
stopped by the system. It then goes into passive mode,
which means that the robot will help the user by returning
automatically to the closest point on the desired trajectory,
as illustrated in Figure 8. Here, Pw represents the point
where the user hits the wall, Pi the trajectory initial point,
Pf the final point and Pr the point of the position reset. The
last one, the closest point to the trajectory, is obtained as
follows: first, the cosine of angle α is calculated:

1 1 2 2 3 3

2 2 2 2 2 2
1 2 3 1 2 3

cos
u v u v u v

u u u v v v
a

× + × + ×
=

+ + × + +
(28)

where u∈ℝ3 and v∈ℝ3 are the direction vectors of the lines
(PiPw̄) and (PwPr̄),  respectively, and ui and vi are the ith
elements of the corresponding direction vector. Then, the
reset point is calculated as:

2 2 2
1 2 3cosr iP u u u Pa= × + + + (29)

With the final point obtained from (29) and the initial point
as Pw, the passive mode of the system conducts the robot
end-effector to this point by means of a trajectory generated
as described in subsection 4.1. Finally, after another
predetermined time to allow the user to be ready, the
system allows them to continue. The algorithm followed by
this rehabilitation mode is presented in Figure 9.
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5. Experimental Results

In this section, we present one scenario for each of the two
rehabilitation modes. The first comprises an experiment
performed for active-assistive rehabilitation and the
second, two tests for active rehabilitation.

5.1 Active-assistive Rehabilitation

This first scenario comprises three tests based on a tridi‐
mensional square trajectory, defined below. The trajectory
involves the movement of the seven degrees of freedom of
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the robot. Test number one is given as a reference of the
behaviour of the robot, i.e., without modifying the trajec‐
tory tracking. This scenario corresponds to the passive
rehabilitation mode in which the patient is guided through
a predefined rehabilitation exercise. The result of this test
is shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that the tracking error
is very small and this will be used as a reference value. The
initial position of the end-effector of the robot corresponds
to point A; it moves to points B – C – D and then returns to
A. The points are listed in Table 2.

Figure 10. Reference trajectory tracking

The next two tests constitute the central point of this
approach of rehabilitation (active-assistive). In these cases,
the tracking is modified based on the measurements of the
force sensor. The reference trajectory is the same as that
presented in Figure 10, but modified according to equation
(26). To simulate stiffness or spasticity from the user, an
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elastic band is tied from the handle of the robot (which
holds the force sensor) to an external anchor point. This
provides a systematic comparison, depending only on the
modification of the admittance parameters. The setup
allows the variation to be independent from the test subject,
whose behaviour can change from one test to another. For
the first test, the admittance parameters were selected to
provide a high degree of help, specifically with the main
diagonal of K = 0.05  0.06  0.06  0.05  0.02  0.02  0.02 T  and the
remaining elements equal to 0, and the main diagonal of
C = 5  1  5  10  5  5  5 T . The remaining elements were also
zero. The second test was configured to provide a low
degree of help from the robot, i.e., with the main diagonal
of K = 0.1  0.12  0.12  0.1  0.04  0.04  0.04 T  and the main
diagonal of C = 5  1  5  10  5  5  5 T , and the remaining
elements being zero.

The results of these tests are shown in Figures 11 and 12 for
high and low degrees of help, respectively. Because the
opposition force to this movement is exerted on the robot,
the actual trajectory is deflected from the predefined one.
In these figures, the dotted line represents the desired
trajectory and the solid line the actual trajectory followed
by the robot, which was perturbed using the elastic band.

Figure 11. Trajectory modified with a high degree of help

For the final two tests (Figures 11 and 12), the force and
torque measured with the force sensor are shown in Figure
13. We can see how the force input from the elastic band is
very similar in both tests; nevertheless, the modification of
the trajectory is different, allowing us to see the effects of
modifying the admittance function coefficients.

Point X(cm) Y(cm) Z(cm)

A 28.67 2.51 37.08

B 28.67 -12.51 37.08

C 43.67 -12.51 27.08

D 43.67 2.51 27.08

Table 2. Robot active-assistive rehabilitation reference trajectory
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Figure 13. Comparison of forces-torques between high and low degree of
assistance from the robot

5.2 Active Rehabilitation, Constrained Free Movement

In this rehabilitation mode, the user follows the trajectory
by means of a virtual interface that provides the tracking of
movement and incorporates a variety of exercises in a
game-based environment. The active rehabilitation mode
with virtual walls has two different tests: the first with the
wall as an obstacle and the second, where collision with the
wall indicates that the robot will assist the user, as descri‐
bed in section 4. Both setups require the subject (32-year old
healthy male subject with a mass of 91 kg and height of 182
cm, in seated position) to track a straight line; the virtual
wall is located parallel to the desired trajectory, 10 cm to
the right.

The result for the first experiment is shown in Figure 14. In
this mode, once the user hits the wall, the system only
allows movement towards the desired trajectory. In the
plots at the bottom of the figure, the filtered force in the Y-
axis of the force sensor and the position of the end-effector
in the Y-axis of the reference frame are shown as a function

Figure 12. Trajectory modified with low degree of help

of time. Both axes are the Y-axis, because the wall is set in
the Y-direction. The Y-axis of the force sensor is parallel to
the Y-axis of the reference frame, but in the opposite
direction, which provides a good reference point for the
comparison. Nevertheless, it is very important to remem‐
ber that the force and its modification follow the transfor‐
mation described in (25) and (27). It can be seen that, when
the subject starts to apply force to the sensor at 12.86
seconds, the displacement of the robot starts. At 17.05
seconds, the wall is hit; the virtual wall restricts the
movement of the end-effector beyond this point (at
approximately 0.08 m), irrespective of an increase in the
user’s produced force. Finally, at 20.40 seconds, when the
user starts to apply force in the opposite direction (away
from the wall), the system allows the robot to continue with
the movement and completes the exercise.
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The final test shows the assisted wall return. It can be seen
in Figure 15 that the user starts the movement by applying
force to the robot at 8.31 seconds. Once the wall is hit, at
approximately 10.90 seconds, it can be seen that the
movement of the robot stops, even though force continues
to be exerted for some time. The system, after an idle
waiting time (three seconds), resets the position to the
closest point in the trajectory (two seconds), followed by
another idle time (three seconds), allowing the user to be
ready. After this, the user can continue the exercise when
ready, in this case, at 20.06 seconds. It is important to note
that in the two idle states and in the reset state, there is no
input from the user to the force sensor. This shows that
assistance is provided for the system without any action
needed from the user. The small delays that can be ob‐
served in the state changes, especially from the applied
force to the start of movement, are due to the time it takes
to overcome the static friction and the filtering in the force
sensor’s raw data; this delay is imperceptible to the user.
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6. Conclusions

The experimental results confirm that the present work can
actively help in different rehabilitation scenarios. For
active-assistive rehabilitation, with the guidance of the
ETS-MARSE, a subject can accomplish a specified trajecto‐
ry. The robot can vary the assistance provided according to
the evolution and the needs of future patients. It is impor‐
tant to note that the robot will not produce forces that are
beyond the capabilities of the subject in order to fulfil a
trajectory. A qualified therapist must adjust the limits
according to the user’s requirements. The amount of
variation of the trajectory can be quantified as an excellent
measurement of progression of the subject. In the case of
active rehabilitation, it is shown how by means of the same
admittance function, the system can work in a free move‐
ment mode. This rehabilitation mode, combined with limits
(virtual walls), could indicate when patients will need
assistance from the robot to complete their rehabilitation
tasks. As the next step for active rehabilitation, the system
will incorporate the use of electromyographic signals in
order to complete the readings of the force sensor and to
provide better tracking of the subject’s movement inten‐
tions, and will be used on its own for subjects where the
force sensor may be not enough to determine the intended
movement.
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Appendix A

The motors and harmonic drives specifications are listed in
Table 3:

Actuators, Maxon brushless DC motors

Specification
EC-90, flat 90 W

(joints 1, 2, 4)

EC-45, flat 30 W

(joints 3, 5–7)

Nominal voltage (V) 24 12

Nominal speed (rpm) 2650 2860

Torque constant (mNm/A) 70.5 25.5

Weight (g) 648 88

Harmonic drives

Specification
CSF-2UH17–120 F

(joints 1, 2)

CSF-2XH14–100 F

(joint 4)

CSF-2XH11–100 F

(joints 3, 5-7)

Torque at 2000 rpm (Nm) 24 7.8 5

Momentary peak torque (Nm) 86 54 25

Repeated peak torque (Nm) 54 28 11

Gear ratio 120 100 100

Table 3. ETS-MARSE detailed specification for DC motors and harmonic
drives

Appendix B

The 13 elements of parameter vectors θA�ℝ13 are listed as:

θA1 =mA (A.1)

θA2 =mA r 
A

mx
 (A.2)

θA3 =mA r 
A

my
 (A.3)

θA4 =mA r 
A

mz
 (A.4)

θA5 =mA r 
A

mx
2  (A.5)

θA6 =mA r 
A

my
2  (A.6)

θA7 =mA r 
A

mz
2  (A.7)

θA8 =mA r 
A

mx
r 

A
my
− I Axy (A.8)

θA9 =mA r 
A

mx
r 

A
mz
− I Axz (A.9)

θA10 =mA r 
A

my
r 

A
mz
− I Ayz (A.10)

θA11 = I Axx (A.11)

θA12 = I Ayy (A.12)

θA13 = I Azz (A.13)

where mA is the mass; r 
A

m
= r 

A
mx

, r 
A

my
, r 

A
mz

T∈ℝ3 denotes

a vector pointing from the origin of frame A towards the
mass centre, expressed in frame A ; and
IAxx, IAyy, IAzz, IAxy, IAxz, IAyz are the elements of IA.
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